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Introduction
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The liner shipping industry operates in a highly challenging
market environment where constantly dropping freight
rates increase the pressure to become more cost
efficient in an asset heavy industry. The advancements
of digitalization continuously facilitate efficiency gains,
but also start to challenge the existing business model of
freight forwarders and shipping companies alike, raising
the question how the ocean carriers should converge
digitalization.
In this white paper series, Ginkgo Management Consulting
has already explored the degree of digitalization exposure
liner shipping companies are facing and gave concrete
recommendations for actions on how digitalization can
be approached. We will conclude the series with a deepdive into specific lighthouse topics, which will expedite
the digital evolution of the carriers.

Lars Godzik
Founding Partner, Ginkgo Management Consulting
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1. Value-add of Digitalization in the Shipping Industry
The digitalization in the logistics sector is well
underway and is affecting the current business
models of the ocean carriers. First companies are
pursuing the development of autonomous vessels,
while the logistics sector is experiencing a rise of
new players. Some carriers recognize digitalization
as a threat, yet others try to seize the opportunities
that arise from a more digitized landscape amongst
supply-chain participants. Regardless of the chosen
exposure, digitalization will change the way business
is conducted in the shipping industry.
This paper is the final piece of the three-part series
on digitalization in the liner shipping industry. In the
first paper, it was assessed that digitalization will
affect three major areas in the liner shipping industry
(three pillars). It will help to improve profitability
(Increase Efficiency), change the perspective of the
core product (Target the Customer) and reposition or
reinvent offered products and services (Venture into
new Markets).

“

In order to make use of these pillars Ginkgo
Management Consulting has introduced a digital
transformation model in the second paper that
allows carriers to prepare themselves and engage in
digitalization.
In this concluding paper, the application of the
previously discussed theories and the digitalization
blue print are assessed by taking a deep-dive into
potential digital projects that will help liner shipping
companies to connect with customers via the means
of digitalization. Within this paper we will take a look
at prominent business models and paradigms of other
industries and explore how these models can be
mapped to the shipping industry. We will focus on how
to sell value-add, increase accessibility for small and
medium enterprises (SMEs), utilize loyalty programs
and customer networks to potentially increase sales
and broaden the target market. The paper will be
rounded-off with showing a potential target picture of
vertical integration within the transport chain.

I can’t change the direction of the wind,
but I can adjust my sails to always reach
my destination.
- Jimmy Dean

”
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2. The Change of Perspective & Importance of After Sales
Summary:
• Currently a cross-industry paradigm shift from initial sales to after sales is recognizable
• Instead of focusing on a single party of the supply chain, liner shipping companies must
target the right party with the right product
• Digitalization will help to determine the right product by the means of big data and machine
learning

Regardless the industry, in the past decades the
pattern of after sales revenue has become increasingly
important. Whether it is an appstore for a smartphone,
a coffee capsule for a coffee machine, a game for a
game console, or even extra downloadable content for
that game: revenue is no longer primarily generated
by the initial sale but by addons and after sales. This
paradigm shift is likely to apply to liner shipping
companies as well.
They have to question their export-dominated point
of view and re-evaluate their value chain asking the
following questions:
•
•

What kind of product or service is
relevant to which party?
What kind of information do they
require to optimally control and
steer their business?

•
•

For which offerings is which party
willing to pay premium?
Who is the customer at what point
in time within the supply chain?

While all shippers are likely to prefer full visibility and
bandwidth of value-added services offered by the
carriers today, only few of them are willing to pay a
premium but rather expect new digital services to
be part of their existing contract. Over the past years
shippers came to live with the comfort of low freight
rates and it is not their intention to see them increase
again. However, when looking at global supply chains
and their requirements, control, reliability, quality
and timeliness are key, at least when considering the
perspective of the consignee who might be very much
dependent on just-in-time delivery of assembly parts
or other products.

Ensure just in time delivery

Ensure contract fulfilment

Monitor supply chain

Rather cheap transportation costs
Shipper

Consignee

Retail
Factory

Rail

Terminal

Vessel
Carrier‘s Responsibility

Terminal

Truck
Factory

Usage of Carrier’s Equipment

Figure 1: Schematic transport chain, considering the point of view of shipper and consignee (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2018)
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Analyzing figure 1, the carrier’s involvement seems
negligible in comparison to the overall transport
chain. However, at least three considerations have to
be kept in mind:
1.
The ocean leg is usually the leg with the
longest transit time, thus in terms of overall
transportation time the importance of the carrier
is vastly increased.
2.
Ocean carriers are in most cases also the
equipment (container) owners. This means, that
the first touchpoint with the involved end-parties
(shipper and consignee) already occurs much
earlier than the sea transportation.
3.
Inland transports (sometimes) and terminal
activities (always) are ordered and therefore
controlled by the carrier.
The role of the carrier in enabling transport chain
visibility is thus quite important and it should also be
in the carriers’ best interest to tightly control their
equipment since most of the time, it is not directly in
their own possession (e.g. at the shipper, transported
by third parties, or stored in depots). When looking
at the schematic supply-chain of figure 1, it is
striking that the shipper and the consignee may have
completely different requirements when it comes to
transportation fulfilment. While the shipper might
be interested in a swift and low-cost order fulfilment,
the consignee might be interested in value-add such
as timeliness, visibility and control. Thus, instead
of targeting the export side / shippers (even though
they are booking the ocean leg), the carriers should
start to consider how they can target the needs of the
consignee for selling value-add.
If the consignee is highly dependent on the timeliness
of the supply chain he might be likely to pay premium
to have a slot at the top of a bay, so that the container
he is about to receive will be the first to be discharged

from a vessel. Therefore, proceedings at the terminal
can be expedited considerably. Depending on the kind
of cargo, the consignee may require regular information
about the cargo or even intervene themselves (e.g.
control temperature of reefer containers). Depending
on the urgency of delivery, the consignee needs to
be notified about delays as early as possible to take
action against supply shortages. Maybe the consignee
is interested in a hinterland transport and this can be
proactively offered by the customer service or sales
responsible on the import side.
Please note that for the purpose of simplicity, only
two of the various parties within the transport chain
have been included within this chapter. The business
possibilities for the carriers increase by far, once
multiple parties are conceived as potential customers.

Primary Digitalization Enablers
In order to make these value-added services possible,
advancements in digitalization are required:
•

Big Data Analysis: Analyzing the
customer to appropriately propose
value-added products via data
insights. Random or forced offerings
which are not based on data insight
will decrease usability and instead be
counterproductive.

•

Connectivity and Internet of Things:
Enabling the 24-hour monitoring and
steering of containers. For example,
the setting and monitoring of
temperature, like offered by Maersk
since 2017.

•

Blockchain: Allowing the secure
handover and information flow
between the various involved parties.

www.ginkgo.com

3. Predictability & Reliability among the Supply Chain
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Summary:
• Lack of predictability and reliability of customers and carriers alike tremendously increase
operational costs for all parties involved in transport chain
• Rewarding the customer for transparency can save considerable amount of operational costs
for carriers
• Various digitalization trends, such as predictive analysis, micropayments and blockchain are
bound to improve the current situation and can help to unlock new business models

One of the major shortcomings among the transport
chain is in-time communication between the
various involved parties. This goes hand in hand
with the reliability and accountability of each
participant. To give an example, the lack of timely
cargo arrival at the terminals or the communication
of such results in unutilized space on the vessel,
which could have instead been filled with other
cargo or empty containers for repositioning.
Consequently, this leads to an overall decrease in
asset utilization for the carriers. Vice-versa, a vessel
delay will cause a backlash on the available timeslots
for other vessels and will lead to decrease in asset
utilization of terminal bridges. If delays are not
communicated in time, port traffic will significantly
increase, due to queuing trucks. It should therefore
be in the interest of all parties to increase the
reliability or at least the timeliness and accuracy of
delay notification. However, having multiple parties
involved in the supply chain, makes it easy for each
party to play the blame game and point the fingers
at each other rather than working on a joint solution.

Predicting Behavior
To compensate for the lack of communication,
carriers have to rely on prediction and forecasting
algorithms to proactively overbook the vessels
to compensate for any shortfall. In order to
adequately forecast customer volumes, all available
customer information such as cancellation ratio,
past performance and volume forecasts of the
customer are to be taken into consideration.

Additionally, external sources such as the development
of the Baltic Dry Index or the economic growth of the
importing and exporting countries can be taken into
account. Even the customer stock price development
or real-time traffic data can proof useful to get more
accurate forecast results. Latest forecasting engines try
to utilize these variables even to the degree of traffic
information to refine the data by machine learning
and simulation to further improve forecasting quality.
Thinking one step further, the overall asset utilization
could be increased this way as well. By now, systems
are in place that help share routing intentions of
vessels and dynamically propose routing changes
based on weather conditions and routings of other
vessels. If paired with vessel data (weight, bunker,
speed) and congestion information at the port, a
reliable arrival prediction could be determined. If
then linked to information such as the container
position on the vessel and port handling times, a
prediction to the consignee on cargo arrival can be
given. That information also tremendously benefits
terminal operators, since they have to cautiously
plan the available slots at the terminals. This way,
the forecasting is not only beneficial to the carriers,
but also to other transport chain participants.

6
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Steering Behavior

Another way to approach the reliability issue is to offer
slot guarantees (during peak seasons) in exchange
for no-show fines and an advance premium payment
as introduced via trading portal solutions such as
NYSHEX (New York Shipping Exchange) or the carriers
own booking platforms. While a slot guarantee with
advanced payment sounds very lucrative and may
help to increase predictability for the shipping lines,
the non-vessel operators might not be to inclined
to follow this advance of the carriers, specifically if
the shipping lines are not trying to push it as a joint
approach. At the end of 2017, multiple carriers started
to offer such a solution and it has to be seen whether
they can push it through. However, often enough in the
past years, we saw rate undercuts amongst carriers to
gain market share in such situations.

While predicting a certain behavior and forecasting
delays is a nice way to handle the problems of the
transport chain, it is not necessarily tackling the root
cause of the problem, which is the reliability and
accountability of either participant. Carriers take
the liberty to roll certain cargo, while customers
take the liberty to cancel late. Undoubtfully, the
simplest solution to this dilemma would be a mutual
commitment - guaranteed slot for guaranteed
container placement in time of vessel departure.
However, since many contracts are not necessarily
bound to a specific departure, no-show fines are
difficult to place at the current market environment
and delays by subcontractors are not communicated
in time so that an accurate planning of the vessel
utilization is almost impossible and can only be
derived from statistical means. To break this cycle,
shipping companies can simply start to reward
reliability by restructuring the pricing model. While for
other industries - wherever rooms, seats or storage
are booked - the pricing varies depending on the
desired flexibility of the customer, shipping is barely
able to establish a suitable pricing model to reflect
these benefits. But certainty in planning will help to
significantly decrease operational costs and will be
worth offering slightly cheaper transportation that is
only valid for a dedicated vessel or departure week
(and an agreed upon weight).

Customer

Booking Platform

1.

Customer pays deposit of an additional
20% of the transport costs in advance

Consequently, a slightly varied option based on the
business model of startup funding platforms such as
Indiegogo.com, could face a viable alternative (at least
for the carrier’s portfolio). The slot guarantee is offered
by the carriers in exchange for guaranteed terminal
delivery from the shipper without any extra premium.
The shipper places a security, which will automatically
be refunded after the completion of the successful
transport. To cover the omission of the premium fee
the carrier will keep the security until the end of the
transportation. This way, the carrier can earn a small
interest on the security amount during the transport
time: Such a solution however requires a simplified
payment procedure and real-time information flows.

Voyage

2.

Regardless of transport execution,
carrier will keep the deposit till end of
voyage to earn interest on deposit

Figure 2: Schematic deposit flow for slot guarantee (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2018)

Booking Platform

Customer

3.

The customer is reimbursed with the
original deposited amount
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Primary Digitalization Enabler
In order to enhance the predictability and reliability
of the transport chain, advancements of digitalization
are required:
•

Big Data Analysis: To predict customer
cancellation behavior and potential
booking forecast as well as calculating
a more accurate time of arrival
prediction to ease congestions.
Further, pricing models have to
be calculated based on customer
performance to reward timeliness.

•

Blockchain and Smart Contracts:
Allowing a secure and fully automated
invoicing, including the automatic
deposit and disbursal of the security
for a slot guarantee.

•

Micropayments: A booking system
needs to be implemented which
allows to transfer small amounts of
cash without high royalty fees. This
is used e.g. for the deposit of slot
guarantees.

4. Usability & Accessibility
for Small and Medium
Enterprises
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Summary:
• Booking a transport all the way
through is currently difficult for
the customers and carriers alike
(manual interaction required)
• To appeal to a widened target
market, carriers have to improve
their processes, channels and
interfaces (e.g. dedicated apps)
• Digitalization provides opportunity
for increased process automation,
insight on user behavior and
implementation
of
multiple
payment methods to lower
customer barriers

Right now, carriers have to re-evaluate their focus
not only in the perspective of targeting shipper and
consignee but also in the respect of appealing to
smaller customers. Many liner shipping companies
would like to get more independence from the freight
forwarders who receive high discount based on the
volume they make. They tend to argue that the best
prices they can receive they can score with the smaller
customer at the spot market. To broaden the portfolio
and attract small businesses, carriers need to invest
mainly in two components:
1. Ease of use (end-user friendly interface)
2. Customizable Transportation Service (see chapter 2)
A common denominator that can be perceived when
analyzing successful business models over the past
decade is that one way to succeed is by lowering the
barriers of accessibility and increasing the usability for
the target market. A highly prominent representative
in this segment is Apple and a variety of their products.
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Enhance User
Processes

Experience

and

automate

Currently, shipping goods (or rather booking a
transportation) can be unnecessarily complicated,
specifically if it comes to small scale customers. Due
to the complexity, they often turn to freight forwarder
instead of ocean carriers who would gladly take the
premium. In cooperation with tech-companies, carriers
could develop a dedicated mobile application to help
making the shipping processes easier. Imagining the
small company that is just starting out with shipping
and wants to receive information on how to best ship
their cargo (suitable container type, routing proposal,
duration, ad-hoc quotation, document handling).
Using the GPS of a mobile phone, the cargo pickup can
easily be determined without the need to type any
address. Taking the advances of epipolar geometry and
the camera abilities of a smartphone, measurements
of to be shipped cargo can be derived (incl. volume
estimate, if cargo can be identified). All functionalities
are aiming to aid the same goal: significantly easing
the booking process of potential spot business. And
even if the customer would decide to ship with a
different carrier, the data received about a certain
cargo demand from an area can be used to improve
the carrier’s service offer and analyze trends, required
container types or seasonality.
If the customer can find an easier interface, cheaper
price, better service and more variety at a booking
platform (or a freight forwarder), why would they
bother using the online business platform of a carrier?

Offer additional Payment Options
Also in the respect of accessibility, the payment model
has to be addressed. Carriers could offer the option
to buy “transportation credits” on their websites as
a means of currency. The credits can be used to pay
for booking and value-added services preferably at a
slightly cheaper price than when booking with other
payment methods or via customer service. This way,
transaction fees can be reduced, the customer is
technically granting credit to the ocean carriers. The

barriers to introduce concepts like advanced payment
for transportation are thus lowered. Refunds or claims
can be handled within the credit currency as well. At
the same time, this model can also be used to manage
the deposit for a slot guarantee (as described in the
previous chapter). While this model has many benefits
for the carrier, ease of use, reduced transaction fees
and reduced transportation costs are the primary
benefits to the customer.

Selling Value-Added Services
However, accessibility and ease of use is not only
limited to the booking procedures. In particular, valueadded services and customization options for the
transportation itself can enrich the overall customer
experience. Services like customs declarations,
insurance packages or less than container load are
seldom offered and thus, carriers are missing out by
not thinking outside of their core-business. Startups
like Flexport for instance try to meet the SME demands
by offering an integrated service of a freight forwarder
and customs agent via one unified platform. Taking
another recent example, the implementation of the
Verified Gross Mass (VGM), most customers only have
either of two options: Transfer data directly (e.g. via
EDI) or use the carrier’s own web interface in order
to transmit the information. In case neither of these
channels are used, an extra service fee is charged
leaving the market wide-open for third parties to
enter. Considering the issue from a customer point of
view, it has allowed third parties to offer a weighting
service for containers in combination with the
required transmission directly in close proximity to
the terminals.
Hence, an easy-to-use, all-in-one solution for the
customers was established and a new business model
was created, while the carriers are missing out once
again. However, by law carriers are not allowed to
directly weight the containers for VGM themselves.
Nonetheless, they could have actively participated
in joint-ventures or spin-offs. Thus, they could have
secured a valuable impact on designing the processes,
interfaces and standards towards other transport
chain participants.

www.ginkgo.com
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Primary Digitalization Enabler
•

Big Data Analysis: To decode user
behavior, identify trends and optimize
the carrier’s service offer.

•

eWallet: Allowing the purchase of
transportation coins at a carrier’s
website, which automatically leads
to the introduction of new pricing
models and advance payments.

5. Pricing Models & Loyalty Programs
Summary:
• Full service portfolio of carriers is not well marketed and promoted and thus unknown to
extended customer range. Bundled solutions and different pricing strategies can help to
promote the value add
• Loyalty programs and network of customers can be used to expand potential customer base
and reward existing customers alike
• Digitalization can help carriers to determine adequate pricing, bundling and loyalty strategies
to promote value-added services and widen their customer base

Based on the new digital products and the to-be
landscape, carriers will have to rethink their current
pricing models, service portfolios and their ability to
sell value-added services to the customer directly.

Pricing Models
An extreme paradigm in this respect could be
the airline industry - with their different tariffs
and package deals. By offering bundled services,
the carriers will likely be able to sell increased
value-added services if the pricing is reasonable.
Additionally, the more the carriers have to offer in
digital services (or services made possible through
digitalization, e.g. live vessel planning), the more
likely a differentiation is possible. The bundles
grant the opportunity to promote previously

not-well known services to the customer to
demonstrate that carriers are not only doing the
transportation at sea, but can offer the customer a
“care-free” package for his entire transport chain.

10
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Economy

Business

First Class

Premium Transportation
Flexible Departure
Expedited Handling
Guaranteed Space &
Top Loading Position
Customs Handling
Insurance
24/7 Track & Trace
EDI Integration
Credit

Figure 3: Exemplary service portfolio for an ocean carrier (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2018)

Loyalty Programs
While loyalty programs are no revolution in itself, they
are an appropriate means to reward specific customer
behavior. A typical reward program in the context of
carriers is based on volume. However, carriers should
rethink their reward structure by looking at different
aspects as well. For example: booking frequency,
timeliness of notifications in case of cancellations or
delays, data quality and accuracy (e.g. announced
weight vs. actual weight), providing volume forecast,
in-time alerting, show-up ratio. Therefore, a much
more refined reward system can be developed. This
way, customers who actually positively contribute
to the performance of the carrier will be rewarded.

Regardless of how the program is structured,
customers could be rewarded with “free” container
transports (comparable to bonus flights). Hence,
these should be restricted to certain container types
or trade lanes on which empty repositioning is
required anyway. It does not even have to fit to the
trade lanes where the customer is usually active in.
Taking for example figure 4, the customer is usually
shipping from Hamburg to Tampa, but the loyalty
program offers him a free transportation back to
Europe (on a leg that is usually not fully utilized):

Figure 4: Schematic service loop and loyalty reward structure (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2018)
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Why would the customer be interested in
receiving a transport that he cannot use?

Primary Digitalization Enabler
•

In order to make this beneficial for the customer and
the carrier, these bonus transportations need to be
freely tradable. This way, a customer can either trade
or sell his bonus if he is not able to use it himself, for
example, if he is usually shipping a different container
type or is only active on other trade lanes. Through this
procedure, the carrier is able to indirectly expand his
network to reach potential new customers, by utilizing
the network of their customers. Since the offered
equipment requires repositioning anyway, the carrier
has no further costs incurred on his side and will have
the opportunity to sell additional value-added services
instead. First attempts with tradable transportation
certificates are already being established by uprising
startups like NYSHEX.

Big Data Analysis: Allowing a precise
determination and prediction of
surplus and demand areas as well as
customer behavior. This includes also
potential clients and their probable
transportation
requirements
to
assemble an appropriate routing
package that can be offered as a
bundle or as a loyalty reward.

6. Envisioning the future Carrier
Summary:
• “Plug and play”, modular, expandable ecosystems are strong competitors in the digital
environment
• To realize that in shipping, future models could see the rise of digital alliances, vertically
integrated
• Digitalization helps to build the required IT infrastructure and it will be up to the parties to
make use of it

Regardless whether looking at Amazon, Apple, Google,
or other currently successful digital companies,
it becomes apparent that they follow one similar
pattern: offering the customer a “plug and play”
solution that allows users to receive completely
different products through one ecosystem or even
one interface (taking Tencent’s WeChat application).
Looking at the landscape in supply chain management,
depending on customer requirements, a connection
to various different systems needs to be established.
Switching between various web interfaces to gather
all information required is not particularly uncommon.

As stated above, it is likely that platform solutions will
solve this problem in the near future to a certain degree.
With a view to the uprising of digital startups, a strategy
that carriers should pursue is learning from the digital
leaders of other industries and follow their footsteps.
Similar to other industries, the key to digital
supremacy will be the ability to offer an all-in-one
solution and integrated services while maintaining
a competitive price. Instead of focusing primarily on
internal optimization, carriers have to understand
how they can help others to improve as well.

12
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Due to the interconnectivity of the transport chain
the lack of collaboration and communication leads to
an underutilization for all involved asset owners, thus
driving potential costs.
One application and a common user interface can
act as a single point of entry for multiple transport
participants. To gain the necessary market power the
gathering of a “Digital Alliance” will be likely, similar to
how carriers are dealing with the market environment
of their core-business already. This leading platform
will offer open Application Programming Interfaces
which will provide businesses and customers an
opportunity to directly integrate these services into
their own processes and systems. Other supply-chain
participants will be able to connect to dedicated
services on a pay-per-use base to ping the system for
real-time tracking information and other data and
allow other third-party carriers to directly use their
service portfolio. Thus, new monetization channels
will be made available for the alliance. Typical potential
components that could be shared among multiple
partners are optimization, booking and payment,
document handling or tracking and ftracing models.
Each carrier will still operate their dedicated CRM
(Customer Relationship Management) and ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning) system with the
respective backend, but certain components will be
externalized and usable by all allicance participants.

EndCustomer

Carrier

I never perfected an invention that
I did not think about in terms of
service it might give others…
- Thomas Edison

”

Thus, generating a benefit for all participants, including
carriers, operations and customers. It is also thinkable
with the means of the blockchain technology that data
of each component is kept decentralized to protect the
data ownership of every participating party. However,
regardless the technical infrastructure, building and
integrating a global transport ecosystem will first
require further efforts in the area of collaboration and
vertical integration between different transport chain
and market participants.

Booking &
Payment

Digital Alliance Interface

Partners

“

Digital Alliance Ecosystem

Customers

Operations

A potential target picture can be seen in figure 5. Via
this solution, data ownership is completely maintained
by the carriers and the market power will be protected
against emerging third parties. In addition to the
market power, the major advantage of such a digital
alliance is the additional access to data, which in turn
will help to significantly improve optimization efforts
and the transparency and visibility across the entire
supply chain.

Backend

Track & Trace

Big Data

Document
Handling
Optimization

Carrier CRM & ERP

Figure 5: Schematic IT ecosystem of the Digital Alliance (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2018)

ERP DB
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7. Conclusion

To conclude, the opening questions of the first paper of the three-part series needs to be answered:
• How will digitalization endanger the business model of carriers?
• Can the advances of digitalization be used to elevate carriers back into a profitable business?
• Can digitalization help to buildup new, alternative business models for carriers to detach the
dated, low-margin business container shipping has turned into?

While digitalization may not endanger the current
business model of the carriers per se, the overall
supply chain will be heavily impacted and carriers
will have to rethink their position within it.
However, this has to be seen as a great opportunity
to strengthen the market position rather than a
threat. Nevertheless, carriers will have to keep a
close eye on the uprising development of platform
solutions such as booking platforms to ensure a
manageable dependency level. Digitalization will
help to further optimize costs and drive productivity.
Further, it offers various options for the carriers to
pursue in order to change up their business. It will
be up to each carrier to decide for themselves how
much they will invest into digitalization. Depending
on their perception, three basic models arise:
•

Pure Asset Operators: Minimal
digitalization exposure, trimmed
towards
optimized
operations,
potentially low-margins

•

Hybrid-Model - Asset and Digital
Service
Provider:
Integrated
digitalization efforts to support
core-business and expand business
model with digital services towards
customers and third parties where
possible

•

Digital Service Provider: Sell off assets
or spin-off IT, so that a pure focus on
providing transport expertise and
digital services as a business model

In case a carrier is deciding to move into the direction
of (partly) becoming a Digital Service Provider,
digitalization may offer the chance to create additional
revenue streams by monetizing data or by refining data
and offering innovative products to a new clientele.
Building digital services to sell value-add in a fully
integrated supply chain can lead up to completely new
business models for the carriers. A full transformation
attempt comes at a considerable high cost and can thus
be only pursued by the larger carriers or in the form
of specifically formed “Digital Alliances”. A specific
focus will be on the development of transparency
throughout the supply chain as well as customer
service capabilities. The latter should be targeted
directly at the spot business and smaller customers.
Nonetheless, the primary source of revenue will
remain the transport at sea, complemented by new
digital products. The traditional core business will help
to generate valuable data that can be utilized to tailor
the offered products and services individually to the
customer needs. The asset-heavy nature of the business
makes it difficult for new players to directly challenge
carriers. While many factors within the environment
of the shipping industry remain uncertain, it is clear
that digitalization will be part of the upcoming
evolution in the sector. Carriers will have to decide
now, how they want to position themselves in the
future and how their revenue models shall look like.
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